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Abstract

Given a finite alphabet X and an ordering ! on the letters, the map s! sends each

monomial on X to the word that is the ordered product of the letter powers in the monomial.

Motivated by a question on Gröbner bases, we characterize ideals I in the free commutative

monoid (in terms of a generating set) such that the ideal /s!ðIÞS generated by s!ðIÞ in the
free monoid is finitely generated. Whether there exists an ! such that /s!ðIÞS is finitely

generated turns out to be NP-complete. The latter problem is closely related to the recognition

problem for comparability graphs.

r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An important structural difference between commutative and noncommutative
free monoids is that in a finitely generated free commutative monoid all ideals are
finitely generated (Dickson’s Lemma), while this is not the case for free monoids (for
instance, the ideal generated by fxynx j nX0gÞ: We will consider questions about
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whether some ideals of the free monoid are finitely generated. Those ideals will be
described starting with an ideal in a free commutative monoid.
Let X be a finite alphabet (of letters). Denote by ½X � the free commutative monoid

on X and by X � the free monoid on X ; we call the members of ½X � monomials, and
the members of X � words. When convenient, we assume X ¼ fx1; x2;y; xng; so a
monomial can be written multiplicatively as xi1

1 xi2
2?xin

n : We denote by p the

canonical monoid epimorphism X �-½X �:
The most natural relation between ideals of ½X � and X � is given by the canonical

map, so the first question is:

Problem 1. Given an ideal I of ½X �; is p
1ðIÞ finitely-generated?

This first question, while quite natural, seems to be of limited interest, as ideals are
not such big players in the structure theory of monoids.
The next questions were motivated by the study of noncommutative presentations

of affine algebras and their Gröbner bases. In fact, the problems studied in this paper
were motivated by a question posed by Bernd Sturmfels on the finite generation of
monomial ideals. We postpone the discussion until Section 2, as the questions can be
completely understood within the context of monoids.
For each ordering! of the letters, we define a section s! of p as follows. We say

that a word is sorted if its letters occur in it in increasing order; if x1!x2!?!xn;

such a word can be uniquely written as xi1
1 xi2

2?xin
n : Let s! : ½X �-X � be the function

mapping each monomial m to the unique sorted word in p
1ðmÞ: So, ps! is the
identity map on ½X �; and we define the sorting map S! on X � by S! ¼ s!p: The
subscript ! will be omitted when implicitly understood.
We will mainly be concerned with ideals of form I!ðIÞ ¼ /s!ðIÞS; that is, the

ideal generated by sorted words corresponding to a commutative ideal.

Problem 2. Given an ideal I of ½X � and an ordering ! of X ; is I!ðIÞ finitely
generated?

While it is convenient to assume an ordering on the letters so that one can write
monomials, that ordering is not part of ½X �: So, we also consider

Problem 3. Given an ideal I of ½X �; is there an ordering ! of X so that I!ðIÞ is
finitely generated?

These problems are very loosely posed, as it is not specified how each ideal is
given. We are interested in specification by finite data, so that it makes sense to look
for an algorithmic answer to each of the problems. We consider three forms of
specifying an ideal of ½X �: by a finite generating set, as the inverse image of an ideal
under a morphism from ½X �; and as the initial ideal of a polynomial ideal given by its
generators. The latter is explained in Section 2; our main results relate to the other
two.
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Most of this paper will be concerned with a finite set of monomials and the ideal it
generates. Let us denote by /MS the monoid ideal generated by a set M: So,
/MS ¼ M½X � if MD½X �; and /MS ¼ X �MX � if MDX �: From now on, except
where explicitly stated, in each of the problems above, given an ideal I is
reinterpreted as given a finite set M of monomials, let I ¼ /MS: That is the first
of the three forms mentioned above.
It is not clear a priori that either problem is even decidable. Section 3 shows that

standard methods of Automata Theory suffice to decide each instance of the
problems, when the ideal is given by generators. However, this is unsatisfying both
mathematically and computationally. From a purely mathematical viewpoint, the
automata decision process is so far removed from the initial data that one learns very
little about the underlying structure. From the computational viewpoint, what goes
wrong is the exponential complexity of the algorithms thus obtained. We heed the
fact that a monomial can be given as a vector of exponents, so the run-time of
algorithms for the corresponding decision problems should be measured relative to
the bit size of the exponents. With that in mind, we summarize the main results:
Problem 1 is solved completely in Section 7. The characterization we obtain yields

a polynomial algorithm.
Problem 2 is the central one here, and also has a definite answer. To describe

it we need more notation. We suppose an ordering of X is given. For w in ½X �;
say that a letter is extremal in w if it is the smallest or the largest letter with a
positive exponent there and say that a letter is internal to w if it lies strictly
between the extremal letters. Notice that an internal letter is not required to occur in
w; for instance, using the ordering implied by the indices, the internal letters of

x32x3x
2
5x7 are x3; x4; x5; and x6: Also denote by w\x the monomial resulting of

evaluating x to 1 in the monomial w: In particular, xm
\x ¼ 1: A collection of

monomials is an antichain if no one divides another; clearly, the (unique) minimal
generating set of an ideal of ½X � is an antichain. Dickson’s Lemma, quoted earlier, is
equivalent to the statement that every antichain of monomials is finite. For
convenience, we will shorten Ið/MSÞ to IðMÞ when M is an arbitrary set of
monomials.

Theorem 1. Let M be an antichain in ½X �: Then, IðMÞ is finitely generated if and only

if, for every w in M and x in X ; there exists s in M such that x is extremal in s and s\x

divides w:

A proof is found in Section 4. The above result immediately yields a
polynomial-time decision algorithm for Problem 2. It also implies that Problem 3
is in NP.
When M is square free, Problem 3 can be decided in polynomial time. And that is

the end of good news. Problem 3 is shown in Section 6 to be NP-complete even when
M consists only of quadratic monomials. So, while the automata-theoretic
algorithms where unacceptable for Problems 1 and 2 because of high exponents in
the data, NP-completeness of Problem 3 is not related to the possibility of writing
numbers succinctly.
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In Section 8, using a slightly homological flavor, we turn to another way of
presenting an ideal of ½X �: fix a homomorphism from ½X � to another free
commutative monoid, and an ideal J in the target, and take the pre-image of that
ideal. The homomorphism can be described by a matrix, and when J is given by its
minimal generators the ideal of ½X � is described as a finite union of integer polyhedra,
each one of them an ideal. The theory developed for handling generators is enough
to show that Problems 1 and 2 become coNP-complete with this data, while Problem
3 is shown to be NP-hard.

2. Connections with Gröbner bases

Problems 2 and 3 stem from a connection between the commutative and
noncommutative Gröbner bases theories. Let K denote a field, K ½X � the
commutative polynomial ring on the finite set X ; and K/XS the free associative
algebra on the same set (we adhere to the terminology of the first section, and talk
about letters instead of variables). The linear extension of the monoid morphism p is
a ring morphism K/XS-K ½X �; still denoted by p; its kernel is generated by the
commutation relations C ¼ fxy 
 yx j x; yAXg: Also, given an ordering of X ; the
linear extension of the maps s and S will be denoted by the same symbols.

Throughout this section, I is an ideal of K ½X � and J ¼ p
1ðIÞ: It is occasionally
useful to lift a commutative ring presentation K ½X �=I to a noncommutative
presentation K/XS=J through p: This has been used in [1,2,10,15] for homological
computations.

Proposition 2. Let AD/XS be a set of noncommutative polynomials. The following

are equivalent:

(i) C,A generates J:
(ii) pðAÞ generates I :
(iii) For some ordering ! of X ; C,S!ðAÞ generates J:
(iv) For any ordering ! of X ; C,S!ðAÞ generates J:

In particular, for any ordering ! of X ; C,s!ðIÞ generates J:

Proof. Suppose that C,A generates J: Then, /pðAÞS ¼ /pðC,AÞS ¼
p/C,AS ¼ pðJÞ ¼ I : Conversely, suppose that pðAÞ generates I : Since

kerpD/C,ASDp
1ðIÞ and p/C,AS ¼ I ; it follows that /C,AS ¼ J:
The equivalence of conditions (iii) and (iv) to the previous ones follows from

the observation that pS!ðAÞ ¼ pðAÞ: The last observation is immediate, as
ps!ðIÞ ¼ I : &

In many applications, one wants to describe a Gröbner basis for J; preferably
related to a Gröbner basis for I : Let us recall quickly what those bases are (see [9,13]
for an introduction to the subject). We will say term to mean either ‘‘word’’ or
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‘‘monomial’’, so we can treat commutative and noncommutative polynomials
simultaneously.
A necessary ingredient for a Gröbner bases theory is to fix a term order: a total

order on the terms, compatible with multiplication and with 1 as minimum, and with
no infinite descending chains. In this case, every polynomial has an initial term, the
maximum term in its support, and to every ideal I one associates its initial ideal

InðIÞ; the set of all initial terms of polynomials in I : The initial ideal is an ideal of the
monoid of terms. A Gröbner basis for I is a subset B of I such that the initial terms of
the members of B generate InðIÞ:
Eisenbud, et al. [5] took the following approach to relate Gröbner bases for

commutative polynomial ideals and their pre-images in the free algebra. Start with a
term order! on ½X �; and define its lexicographic extension, still denoted here by!;
to X � by: u!v if pðuÞ!pðvÞ or pðuÞ ¼ pðvÞ and u precedes v lexicographically,
according to the ! ordering on X :

Proposition 3. The initial ideal InðJÞ is generated by

fxy j x; yAX ; xgyg,sðInðIÞÞ:

Proof. Since the noncommutative order extends the commutative one, if pAK ½X �;
the initial term of sðpÞ is sðmÞ; where m is the initial term of p: Also, from the
lexicography, if xgy are letters, xy is the initial term of xy 
 yx: The result now
follows from Proposition 2. &

It follows from Dickson’s Theorem that every ideal of ½X � is finitely generated,
hence every ideal of K ½X � has a finite Gröbner basis. In contrast, not every ideal of
X � is finitely generated, so it is generally interesting to detect whether a given ideal of
K/XS has a finite Gröbner basis. The preceding proposition implies that J has a
finite Gröbner basis with respect to g if and only if IðInðIÞÞ is finitely generated.
This gives rise to Problem 2.
A word in an ideal of X � is a minimal generator of that ideal if and only if the

words obtained by erasing either the first or the last letter are not in the ideal.
Combining it with Proposition 2, we get the next result; it is Theorem 2.1 of [5],
stripped of the ring theoretic context (which is handled by Proposition 3):

Theorem 4. If M is an antichain of monomials, then the minimal generating set of

IðMÞ is

fsðmuÞjmAM; uA½X � is generated by letters internal to m;

and is such that; for each letter x extremal to mux
1e/MSg:

There seems to be no immediate characterization from the above for when J has a
finite Gröbner basis. A sufficient condition is provided in [5], and then the question is
finessed: it is shown that, if K is infinite, then, for any I and !; J will have a finite
Gröbner basis after a generic change of variables.
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This is of limited computational use if high degree polynomials are being handled,
since the supports can grow explosively after generic changes. So, it is still of some

interest to detect whether p
1ðIÞ has a finite Gröbner basis when I is still expressed in
the given coordinates.
If I is generated by a set M of monomials (this is called a monomial ideal of K ½X �),

then InðIÞ ¼ /MS; irrespective of the term order !: It follows from Proposition 3
that:

Proposition 5. Let MD½X � and let I be the monomial ideal it generates. Then J has a

finite Gröbner basis with respect to the lexicographic extension of a term order of ½X � if

and only if, for the same ordering of X ; IðMÞ is finitely generated.

This gives rise to Problem 3.
A similar looking question is, in the notation above, what conditions must M

satisfy, so that J has a finite Gröbner basis with respect to the lexicographic
extension of any term order of ½X �? Proposition 5 translates it to a problem of
monomials and words, and the answer is in Section 5, Theorem 16.
As a final note, we point out that within this context another way of specifying an

ideal of ½X � is relevant to Problems 2 and 3. Namely, suppose a term order is given
on ½X �; given a finite set M of polynomials, consider the initial ideal I of the
polynomial ideal generated by M: That is the actual motivation for those problems,
after all! The usual process of going from M to I is Buchberger’s algorithm and its
variants. These are all of high complexity, so the question remains whether Problem
2 can be solved efficiently from this data.

3. Using automata

It is not clear from the outset that either of the problems mentioned in the
introduction is decidable. This can be shown to be the case by means of the
traditional machinery of automata theory (we follow the notation and terminology
of [12]). We do it here, mostly for completeness and to underline some of the
complexity issues. This section can be skipped, with no loss in understanding of the
remaining text.
Suppose J is an ideal of the free monoid X �; then its unique minimal generating set

is T ¼ J\ðXJ,JXÞ: Hence, if J is a regular language, so is T : The problem of
deciding whether T is finite, given a regular expression for J; can be whimsically,
although not very accurately, related to two well-known Unix utility programs: given
a pattern for a grep search, decide whether the same search can be made by fgrep.
Problems 1 and 2 refer to ideals that are regular languages. Consider Problem 1. It

is a well-known (although nonconstructive) consequence of Higman’s Theorem [11]

that, for every subset A of ½X �; p
1ðAÞ is regular. For p
1/MS; one can construct a
deterministic automaton directly: have n parallel counters, one for each letter and
counting up to its maximum degree in M: Each state of the automaton corresponds
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to an n-tuple of values for the counters, and processing a word x leads to a state
whose counters correspond to the exponent vector of pðxÞ: The final states are those
that show that pðxÞA/MS; and they can be colluded into a single state that is never
left after being reached.

For Problem 2, we can write a simple regular expression for p
1/MS: If w ¼
xi1
1 xi2

2?xin
1
n
1x

in
nA½X �; thenIðwÞ¼X �xi1

1 xi2
2 x�

2?xin
1
n
1x

�
n
1x

in
n X �; and IðMÞ¼

S
wAMIðwÞ;

so IðMÞ is a regular language. A deterministic automaton recognizing IðMÞ can
also be constructed using parallel bounded counters, although the description would
be more complicated than the previous one.
In both cases, there is only one final state, from which no transition leaves. This

makes it easy to construct a deterministic automaton for the minimal generating set
of each ideal, with direct products of three very similar automata. Then finiteness can
be easily checked by a graph search. This approach shows now that Problem 2 is
decidable.
From a complexity viewpoint, this does not work. Even though we have

scrupulously avoided using nondeterministic automata, there remains a source of
exponential complexity: in either case, the automaton described for each ideal has a
number of states that is roughly the product N of the maximum degrees of letters in
M: This is too large; since a monomial can be represented as a vector of exponents, a
reasonable encoding for M would have only Oðn logNÞ bits, where n ¼ jX j: So, the
automaton for the minimal generating set has exponentially many states, and the
graph search is linear in the number of states.
The solutions we present in the following sections could perhaps be retro-fitted

into an automata-theoretical framework. Actually, thinking of automata helped in
the discovery of those results: the Pumping Lemma (see [12, Section 2.4]) was a
starting point.
There is a rich literature on ideals of the free monoid, from the viewpoint of

language theory, with a twist. Instead of concentrating on the ideal, the focus is on
its complement. The complement of an ideal is said to be a factorial language, and
the minimal generators of the ideal appear as forbidden subwords in this context.
There are many algorithms for problems involving factorial languages (see [3,4]), but
they usually take a deterministic automaton like the large ones we described as input,
so they are of no use here.

4. When IðMÞ is finitely generated

We assume a fixed ordering ! on the alphabet X : The support of a monomial w;
denoted

%
w; is the set of letters with nonzero exponent in w: So, minð

%
wÞ and maxð

%
wÞ

are the extremal letters of w; while the letters x such that minð
%
wÞ!x!maxð

%
wÞ are

internal to w: We will use the notation ujv meaning u divides v; both in ½X � and X �:

So, for monomials u ¼ xi1
1yxin

n ; v ¼ x
j1
1yxjn

n ; u j v means that i1pj1;y; inpjn; for
words u; v; u j v means that there exist words w; z such that v ¼ wuz:
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Example 1. Take X ¼ fa; b; c;yg with the usual ordering. Then, for w ¼ b2df ;
minð

%
wÞ ¼ b; maxð

%
wÞ ¼ f ; and the internal letters are c; d; and e:

Lemma 6. If u and v are sorted words such that u j v; then for any x in X ; either

u j SðvxÞ or SðuxÞ j SðvxÞ:

Proof. The first case occurs if xpminð
%
uÞ or xXmaxð

%
uÞ; and the second case occurs if

minð
%
uÞpxpmaxð

%
uÞ: &

Lemma 7. Let T be a set of sorted words. If, for every t in T and x in X ; SðtxÞ has a

factor in T ; then there exists an ideal I of ½X � such that TDsðIÞ and /TS ¼ IðIÞ:

Proof. Let M ¼ pðTÞ and I ¼ /MS; clearly TDsðIÞ; and we will show that
/TS ¼ IðIÞ:
Since /TSDIðIÞ is clear, it is enough to show that sðIÞD/TS:

Since any monomial in I can be written as su; with sAM; uA½X �; we
will show that sðsuÞ has a factor in T (so, it is in /TS) by induction in the total
degree of u:
There is nothing to prove if the degree is zero. So, we can write u ¼ vx; with

vA½X �; xAX : By the induction hypothesis, t j sðsvÞ for some tAT : By hypothesis,
SðtxÞ has a factor yAT : Noticing that SðsðsvÞxÞ ¼ sðsvxÞ ¼ sðsuÞ; Lemma 6 implies
that either t j sðsuÞ; or SðtxÞjsðsuÞ; in which case, y j sðsuÞ: In either case, the result
follows. &

From this, it easily follows:

Corollary 8. Let M be a set of monomials. A sufficient condition for a set T of words

to be such that /TS ¼ IðMÞ is that sðMÞDTDs/MS and for every t in T and x in

X ; SðtxÞ has a factor in T :

We restate Theorem 1 with some additional precision, in order to prove it. First,
we recall and introduce some notation.
If w is a monomial and xAX ; w\x denotes the monomial obtained from

w by erasing the occurrences of x: We denote by iðwÞ the set of internal letters
of w; and by @xw the degree of x in w: Given a set M of monomials, let rxðMÞ
denote the maximum degree x occurs with as an extremal letter in M: To
avoid misunderstandings, ½iðwÞ� is simply the submonoid of ½X � generated
by iðwÞ:

Example 2. Continuing the earlier example, w\b ¼ df and w\f ¼ b2d: If M ¼
fc3; a2c5f 2; cf 3g; a2b2c2g; then rcðMÞ ¼ 3 and rf ðMÞ ¼ 2:

Theorem 9. Let M be an antichain in ½X �: The following are equivalent:

(i) IðMÞ is finitely generated.
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(ii) For every w in M and x in iðwÞ; there exists s in M such that x is extremal in s; and

s\x divides w:
(iii) IðMÞ is generated by s

S
wAMfuAw½iðwÞ�j 8xAiðwÞ; @xuorxðMÞg

� �
:

Proof. Let T be the minimal generating set of IðMÞ; and suppose it is finite. We
shall prove condition (ii). Note that sðMÞDT : Indeed, if wAM; sðwÞ has a factor in
T ; and this has the form sðsuÞ; for some sAM and uA½X �: So, sðsuÞjsðwÞ; and this
clearly implies su j w: So, sjw and, since M is an antichain and sAM; it follows that
s ¼ w; u ¼ 1; hence sðwÞAT :
Let wAM and let x be an internal letter to w:We can uniquely write sðwÞ ¼ uxrv;

with u; v sorted, maxð
%
uÞ!x!minð

%
vÞ:Hence, all words uxnv; with nXr; are inIðMÞ;

so each has a factor in T ; it follows that some tAT is a factor of infinitely many such
words. If x is not in the support of t; it must happen that t is a factor of u or of v;
hence a proper factor of sðwÞ; but sðwÞAT ; so this cannot occur. Therefore, x is in
the support of t; and necessarily is extremal. Without loss of generality, let us assume

that x ¼ minð
%
tÞ; so t ¼ xkz with x!minð

%
zÞ; and note that z is a factor of sðwÞ; so

pðzÞjw: Now, t ¼ sðsyÞ for some sAM and yA½X �: If xe
%
s; we would have s j pðzÞ;

hence s j w; a contradiction. Hence x ¼ minð
%
sÞ; so s\x is a factor of w:

Now, suppose that condition (ii) holds and let us prove (iii). Call T the generating
set in that statement. Clearly sðMÞDTDs/MS: Now, let tAT and xAX ; and let us
find a factor of SðtxÞ in T as required by Corollary 8. Write t ¼ sðwzÞ; with wAM

and zA½iðwÞ�:
If xeiðwÞ ¼ iðpðtÞÞ; it follows immediately that t j SðtxÞ: There remains the case

where xAiðwÞ and SðtxÞeT (since the case SðtxÞAT is trivial).
Now, sðwzÞAT ; but sðwzxÞeT ; hence @xwz ¼ rxðMÞ 
 1: We can write uniquely

wz ¼ uxrxðMÞ
1v; with maxð
%
uÞ!x!minð

%
vÞ: By hypothesis, there exists sAM; with x

extremal in s (without loss, x ¼ maxð
%
sÞ) such that s\x divides w: Since @xsprxðMÞ;

sjwzx; and by maximality of x in
%
s; s j uxrxðMÞ: Let p result from raising the degree of

each internal letter of s to its exponent in u: Then, pAs½iðsÞ� and its internal letters
have small degree, so sðpÞAT ; and it is the factor of SðtxÞ we sought after.
Clearly (iii) implies (i), and the theorem is proved. &

Example 3. Consider the set M ¼ fab2c; a3bg: The ordering a!b!c

does not satisfy the conditions above, since b is internal to ab2c; and

extremal only in a3b; but a3b\b ¼ a3 does not divide ab2c; indeed, s/MS comprises

all words aibjþ2ck and aiþ3bj with i; j; kX0; and the set fabjþ2c j jX0g cannot be
generated as multiples of finitely many of those. Similarly, a!c!b fails, since c

is internal to a3b; and extremal in none. However, b!a!c is good: a is internal

to b2ac only, and ba3\a ¼ b divides b2ac: In this case, IðMÞ is generated by

fb2ac; b2a2c; ba3g:

Condition (iii) above is a fairly precise description of the minimal generating
set of IðMÞ: One gets a quick and dirty estimate for its size by forgetting most
parameters:
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Corollary 10. Let M be a finite set of monomials in ½X �: Then, if IðMÞ is finitely

generated, it can be generated by a set of at most

jM 0j
Y

xAiðMÞ
rxðMÞ þ jMj 
 jM 0j

elements, where M 0 ¼ fwAMjiðwÞa|g and iðMÞ ¼
S

wAM iðwÞ:

Even though it is a rough estimate, the result above is best possible. To see this,
suppose X ¼ fx1; x2;y; xng; ordered according to the indices. Choose positive

integers m; r2; r3;y; rn
1; and let M ¼ fxiþ1
1 xm
i

n j 0piomg,fxri

i ji ¼ 2;y; n 
 1g:
Then, the minimal generating set for IðMÞ is precisely that described in Theorem
9(iii) and has size m

Q
ri þ n 
 2:

If we are given M as a collection of integer vectors, divisibility is just
componentwise comparison, so it can be tested rapidly. A naive check of the con-

dition on Theorem 1 would need at most jMj2jX j such comparisons, so Problem 2
can be solved by a polynomial-time algorithm.
We end this section with some constructions that will be useful later and some

unexpected consequences of the theorem.
Given a collection M of monomials and an integer k; Mk will denote the subset of

M consisting of monomials whose support has size at most k:

Proposition 11. If an antichain M of monomials is such that IðMÞ is finitely

generated, so is IðMkÞ for each integer k:

Proof. Let us show that Mk satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 9. If wAMk; and x is
internal to w; we know, since IðMÞ is finitely generated, that for some monomial
uAM; x is extremal in u and u\x is a factor of w: Since x is internal to w and extremal
in u; the support of u\x is a proper subset of the support of w; so j

%
ujpk; that is,

uAMk: &

Proposition 12. Let w2ŵ be a bijection between sets M and M̂ of monomials, such

that:

(i) For every w in M; w and ŵ have the same extremal letters.
(ii) For every u; v in M and x in X ; if @xup@xv; then @xûp@xv̂:

If M̂ is an antichain, and IðMÞ is finitely generated, then so is IM̂:

Proof. First notice that, from condition (ii), u j v implies û j v̂; so M is an

antichain. Thus, it must satisfy Theorem 9 (ii). Let ŵAM̂; and xAX be
internal to ŵ: From condition (i), x is internal to w; so there exists uAM such that
x is extremal in u and u\xjw: Again from (i), x is extremal in û; and from condition
(ii), û\xjŵ: &
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5. Cool orderings

Given an antichain M of monomials in ½X �; we say that an ordering of X is cool

for M if, for every w in M and letter x internal to w; there exists s in M such that x is
extremal in s and s\x divides w:
As we will see in the next section, no good algorithm is forthcoming to decide

whether a cool ordering exists. Before giving substance to this, we try to get a better
understanding of such orderings. We begin with an immediate consequence of
Propositions 11 and 12.

Proposition 13. Let M be an antichain of monomials. Then, any cool ordering for M is

also a cool ordering for:

1. Mk; for any integer k:

2. Any M̂; obtained from M by changing each w to ŵ; so that:

(a) w and ŵ have the same support, and

(b) For every u; v in M and x in X ; if @xup@xv; then @xûp@xv̂:

This gives some necessary conditions for existence of cool orderings. We also get a
kind of equivalence between sets of monomials:

Proposition 14. Let w2ŵ be a bijection between set M and M̂ of monomials, such

that:

(i) For every w in M;
%
w ¼ ŵ; and

(ii) For every u; v in M and x in X ; @xuo@xv if and only if @xûo@xv̂:

Then, an ordering of X is cool for M if and only if it is so for M̂:

Proof. It is easily checked that u j v if and only if û j v̂: So, the bijection maps minimal
monomials to minimal monomials, antichains to antichains, and so on. It is just a
matter of applying part 2 of Proposition 13 in both directions. &

From now to the end of the article, an ordering of the letters will not be given at
the outset, and the following concept will be useful for the search of cool orderings.
A monomial w is said to help a monomial m with the letter x if xA

%
w; w\x j m and

w\xD! m\x:

If! is a cool ordering for a set M and, for some YCX ; every monomial in M has
support included in Y or disjoint from Y ; then ! is a cool ordering for those
monomials with support included in Y : This can be extended to the following easily
verified fact:

Proposition 15. A cool ordering for M is also cool for any NDM such that all

members on M that help some member of N (with some letter) are in N:
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Next section will consider the problem of finding a cool ordering, given M: We
close the section considering a question that is a sort of opposite of that: how must
M look like if every ordering of X is cool? The answer is surprisingly simple.

Theorem 16. Let M be an antichain of monomials over X : Then, every ordering of X is

cool for M if and only if, for every m in M and x in X such that jm\xjX2; there exists a

u in M2 such that u\x j m:

Proof. Suppose that every ordering of X is cool for M: Let m and x be given as in
the statement. Then, there exists an ordering ! on X such that x is internal to m:
Since ! is cool, there is a u in M that helps m with x: Choose u with minimal
support, and let us show that

%
u has size at most 2. If j

%
uj42; there is another ordering

of X that makes x internal to u: Again by Theorem 9, there exists a v in M that helps
u with x; clearly, v also helps m with x: Since xA

%
u-

%
v; it follows that

%
vD!

%
u; so we have

contradicted the minimality of
%
u:

Conversely, suppose the divisibility condition holds, and consider an arbitrary
ordering of X : Pick an mAM and let xAiðmÞ: Choose u in M2 such that u\x j m;
clearly x is extremal in u: It follows that the ordering is cool. &

6. Finding cool orders is hard

Monoids generated by square-free monomials appear frequently in algebraic
combinatorics (related to Stanley–Reisner rings of simplicial complexes), and have
been studied in the current context by Peeva and Sturmfels, together with Eisenbud
[5] and Reiner [15]. Propositions 18 and 20 tell the same as [5, Proposition 3.2] and
[15, Lemma 3.1], although the different jargon may obscure this. After that we move
to another direction.

Proposition 17. Suppose that M is an antichain and the degree of the letter x in wAM

is the largest degree it has in all monomials in M: Then, in any cool ordering for M; x

cannot be internal to w:

Proof. If there is a cool ordering for M where x is internal to w; there exists a tAM

such that t\xjw: But since @xwX@xt; it follows that t j w; a contradiction, as M is an
antichain. &

The following is an immediate corollary:

Proposition 18. If M consists only of square-free monomials and affords a cool

ordering, then its monomials have total degree at most 2.

Degree 1 monomials are trivially handled here, so the square-free sets M of
interest consist only of quadratic monomials. Polynomial ideals whose initial ideals
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are generated by quadratic monomials (mostly square-free) were extensively
studied in [15].
We leave now the square-free condition, and consider the case when M consists

exclusively of quadratic monomials, that is, we allow monomials of form x2: This
seemingly trivial extension has deep consequences:

Proposition 19. The problem of deciding, given a set of quadratic monomials M;
whether there exists a cool ordering for M is:

(a) Solvable in polynomial time, if M is square-free.
(b) NP-complete, in general.

Proof. Part (a) follows from Proposition 20 and part (b) from Proposition 21. &

With quadratic monomials, irrespective of the order of the letters, each
letter is extremal in each monomial it occurs, so, an ordering ! on X is
cool for M if and only if whenever x!y!z and xz is in M; then at least one of

y2; xy; yz is in M:
At this point, it becomes convenient to encode the data and the problem

by means of graphs, and it turns out to be convenient to use the complement
of what comes naturally. The graph GðMÞ will have the letters as vertices,
xy is an edge if xy is not in M: Let TM denote the set of letters whose square
is not in M:
An orientation of a graph is said to be transitive at a vertex y if, whenever oriented

edges x-y and y-z exist, then the edge x-z must also exist. A graph is a
comparability graph if it admits an orientation that is transitive at all its vertices; such
an orientation is always acyclic. Comparability graphs have been widely studied, and
can be recognized efficiently [6] (or [14]), [8,16].

Proposition 20. A set M of quadratic monomials admits a cool order if and only if

GðMÞ admits an acyclic orientation that is transitive at all vertices of TM : In

particular, if M is square-free, it admits a cool order if and only if GðMÞ is a

comparability graph.

Proof. Suppose M has a cool ordering. Direct all edges of GðMÞ from the smallest
to the largest vertex. This orientation is trivially acyclic. If yATM ; and edges x-y

and y-z exist, then the monomials y2; xy and yz are not in M: By coolness, xzeM;
so the edge xz is in GðMÞ; and is correctly oriented.
Conversely, suppose that GðMÞ admits an acyclic orientation that is transitive at

all vertices of TM : With a ‘‘topological sort’’ order its vertices so that all directed
edges point from the smaller to the bigger end. One readily verifies that this ordering
is cool for M:
When M is square-free, TM comprises all vertices, so an acyclic orientation that is

transitive at all vertices of TM says that GðMÞ is a comparability graph. &
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We refer the reader to the already classic text [7] as a general reference for NP-
completeness, good algorithms and satisfiability. Since good algorithms for
recognition of comparability graphs are known, one would expect that testing the
condition of Proposition 20 would also be feasible.

Proposition 21. The problem:

given a graph G and a set TDVG; is there an acyclic orientation of G that is
transitive at all vertices in T?

is NP-complete.

Proof. Let us shorten ‘‘orientation transitive at T ’’ to T-orientation. The proof will
be by a reduction from not-all-equal-3sat [17]. The basic gadget is the graph in
Fig. 1, where the vertices in T are black (and labeled a; %a; c).

Fact 1. The orientation a- %a of the edge a %a can be extended to a unique T-orientation

of this graph. In this orientation, a is a source, %a is a sink, and the bottom edge is

directed from r to l:
To see this, notice that since the edge s %a does not exist, sa must be oriented as

a-s; because of transitivity at a: By a similar argument we check that all edges with
an end in T can have only one orientation. Finally, since the orientations r-c and
c-l are forced, r-l is forced by transitivity at c:
Now we construct the main gadget by gluing three copies of the top hat,

identifying cyclically each t with the next s and each r with the next l: The result is in
Fig. 2, where only important vertices are labeled.

Fact 2. Consider an orientation of the edges a1 %a1; a2 %a2 and a3 %a3: It extends to an

acyclic T-orientation of the gadget if and only if they are not all directed the same way

along the external cycle.

Indeed, by looking at the top hats we see that any orientation of these edges extends
uniquely to a T-orientation of the gadget. If they are all oriented the same way, the
inner triangle becomes a directed cycle. Conversely, if they are not all the same way
(by symmetry, there is only one case to check), the orientation of the gadget is
acyclic.
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Now we proceed to the reduction. A typical instance of not-all-equal-3sat
consists of a set X of variables and a set C of clauses over X ; where each clause has
three literals, each of form x or %x; for some xAX : The question is whether there
exists a truth assignment to X ; so that for each clause one literal gets value true and
one gets value false.
For each clause, take a copy of the gadget and replace the labels a1; a2 and a3 by

the literals, and %a1; %a2 and %a3 by the complements of the literals in the clause. Add to
that a vertex vx for each variable x; and join it to all vertices labeled x: Call the
resulting graph G; and let T be formed by all vx together with the union of all black
vertices from the gadgets.
We will show a 1-1 correspondence between truth assignments for V that solve C

and acyclic T-orientations of G: Start with a truth assignment. For each edge labeled
x %x; orient it from x if x is assigned true and towards x otherwise. Consider a clause
and its respective gadget. The three literals in the clause are not all true and not all
false, so the three special edges are not all directed the same way. It follows from
Fact 2 that one can orient (uniquely) all gadgets extending these orientations. In this
orientation, all vertices labeled with the same literal are sources in their gadgets if
that literal is true, and sinks otherwise. This T-orientation can now be extended to
the whole G; directing all edges incident to vx towards it if x is true and the opposite
otherwise.
Conversely, suppose a T-orientation of G is given. Since all neighbors

of vx are pairwise nonadjacent, vx is either a source or a sink. Assign x

true if vx is a sink, false otherwise. The fact that each gadget is acyclically T-
oriented shows that in the corresponding clause the not-all-equal condition is
satisfied. &
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Since simple powers have originated the problem in Proposition 19, we tried to
look at another extension of its first part, namely, allow only monomials with
support size exactly 2. This was short lived, though:

Proposition 22. The problem:

given a collection M of monomials, each with support of size 2, does there exist a
cool ordering for M?

is NP-complete.

Proof. We reduce the quadratic case to this. Suppose that M is a collection of

quadratic monomials, and let M 0 ¼ fxy j xyAMg,fx2y j x2AM and xyeMg: It is
easy to check that M and M 0 have precisely the same cool orderings. &

There is a lot of leeway in the reduction in the proof of Proposition 21. For
instance, the vi could be eliminated, and similarly labeled vertices could be merged.
One could add irrelevant vertices of both types and show that existence of acyclic T-

orientations is NP-complete even if jT j ¼ 1
2
jVGj (any constant between 0 and 1

would do). On the extremes, the problem can be solved:
When T ¼ VG; that is recognition of comparability graphs. When T induces a

bipartite graph, any acyclic orientation in which one side of T consists only of
sources and the other (if it exists) only of sinks is a T-orientation. This takes care of
jT jp2; actually, for any fixed k; if jT jpk; one can restrict the search for a T-
orientation to a polynomial number of acyclic orientations that can be systematically
enumerated.

7. Lifting the ideal

Here we present the solution to Problem 1.

Theorem 23. Given an antichain of monomials MD½X �; the following are equivalent:

(i) p
1/MS is a finitely generated ideal of X �:
(ii) For every m in M and any letters xazay such that xyjm; there exists a monomial

w in M such that w\z divides either mx
1 or my
1: (Note that x ¼ y is included.)
(iii) For every m in M and any letter z such that no power of it is in M; if m\z has

degree X2; there exists a monomial zrt in M2; such that tA
%
m:

(iv) p
1/MS is generated by the inverse images of the monomials mA/MS such

that, for every letter x; @xmpmaxuAM2
@xu:

Proof. (i) implies (ii): Given m; x; y; and z; choose u ¼ xzrvyAp
1ðmÞ; where rX0:

Now, for every sXr; xzsvyAp
1/MS; and since p
1/MS is finitely generated, some
minimal generator g divides infinitely many of these. This is only possible if g divides
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some xzs or some zsvy: So, pðgÞ\z divides either my
1 or mx
1: The result follows by
taking any w in M that divides pðgÞ:
(ii) implies (iii): Given m and z; choose letters x and y such that xy j m\z: Let w be

given by condition (ii), with minimal support. Since M is an antichain, zA
%
w:

Suppose, by contradiction, that w\z has degree X2: We apply condition (ii) to w;
obtaining a w0; that new monomial could also play the role of w with respect to m; so,
by minimality of w; it cannot exist. Since no power of z is in M; w ¼ zrt for some

letter taz: As w\z divides either mx
1 or my
1; it follows that tA
%
m:

(iii) implies (iv): Let W be the set claimed to generate p
1/MS: If this is false,

then /WSD! p
1/MS; since WDp
1/MS: So, there must exist a wAp
1/MS; of
minimum length, with no factor in W : So, for some letter z; @zpðwÞ4r ¼
maxuAM2

@zu:
Suppose that zrAM: Clearly w has a proper factor u such that zr j pðuÞ; so

uAp
1/MS: By minimality of w; u has a factor in W ; then, so does w; a
contradiction. So, zreM; and by the choice of r and as M is an antichain, no power
of z lies in M: Now, let mAM be such that m j pðwÞ: By (iii), there exists a zstAM

such that tA
%
m: Since spr; w has a proper factor u such that zst j pðuÞ: We get a

contradiction again, that finishes the proof.
(iv) implies (i): We deserve the rest. &

We briefly relate this result to the preceding ones. It is easy to check from the

definitions that if p
1/MS is finitely generated, then every ordering of X is cool for
M: This can also be seen from the fact that if M satisfies the condition in Theorem
23(iii), then it also satisfies the condition of Theorem 16. The converse is not true; the

simplest example is M ¼ fa2; bcg—here, every ordering is cool, but p
1/MS is not
finitely generated. Actually, if one starts with any M for which every ordering is cool
and substitutes each letter for its square, this property is preserved. But now,

p
1/MS is not finitely generated.
The similarity between Theorems 23 and 9 may suggest that perhaps a restricted

form of 9(ii) involving M2 would hold. That is not likely, as suggested by M ¼
fx1x

2
2; x1x2x

2
3; x1x2x3x

2
4;yg; the natural ordering of x1; x2;y; xn is cool for M; for

any n; even though M2 is quite skimpy.

8. Commutative ideals given by inequalities

Another way of giving an ideal of ½X � is as the pre-image of an ideal under a
morphism from ½X � to another commutative monoid. This is useful only if there is a
nice way of describing the morphisms and the ideals of the target. We will consider
morphisms between free commutative monoids and lift ideals given by generators.
In this setting, it will be convenient to switch to an additive notation for ½X �: We

number the letters of X as x1; x2;y; xn; and identify ½X � withNn by the isomorphism

given by xi1
1 xi2

2?xin
n /x ¼ ði1; i2;y; inÞ: In this notation, a set IDNn is an ideal if
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xXyAI implies xAI (as usual, xXy means xiXyi for every i). Other terms require
translation: monomials become vectors, letters become indices or coordinates of
vectors, and so on.
Consider a morphism j : ½X �-½Y �; where an isomorphism ½Y �-Nm is already

fixed. If jðxjÞ ¼
Q

i y
aij

i ; then j is the linear map Nn-Nm given by the matrix

A ¼ ðaijÞ; where each aij is a nonnegative integer. If J is an ideal of Nm; then

I ¼ fxANnjAxAJg is an ideal of ½X �; moreover, if J is generated by the finite set W ;
then that same ideal I can be described as:

IðA;WÞ ¼ fxANn j AxXw for some wAWg:

When w is a vector inNm; we write IðA;wÞ for IðA; fwgÞ: Also, we stress that we only
consider IðA;wÞ when A is nonnegative.
Given a generating set M of an ideal of ½X �; one can write down a description

/MS ¼ IðIn;MÞ; simply using Y ¼ X and the identity morphism as j: From the
complexity viewpoint, we notice that the new description has size bounded by a
polynomial on the size of M; one interesting feature of the new type of description is
that it can be much more compact. Just to give a trivial example, consider, for each k

in N; the ideal fxAN2jx1 þ x2Xkg: The size of this description is Oðlog kÞ; while
clearly it has k þ 1 minimal generators.
Clearly, IðA;wÞ ¼

S
wAW IðA;wÞ; and this suggests the following definition: we say

that an ideal of ½X � is convex if it is of form IðA;wÞ for some integer matrix A and
vector w: The name is motivated by the following fact, that follows from standard
results in the theory of polyhedra (see [18] for terminology and facts about polyhedra
that we use).

Proposition 24. Let I ¼ /MS be an ideal of ½X � ¼ Nn; with M finite. The following

are equivalent:

(i) I is convex.
(ii) I is the intersection of Nn with a convex set in Rn:
(iii) I ¼ Nn-ðconvðMÞ þ Rn

þÞ ðconvðMÞ is the convex hull of M).

So, IðA;wÞ is a union of convex ideals. It turns out that any union of convex ideals
can be expressed as an IðA;wÞ: As we see below, this can be done without wasting
much space, so we can switch descriptions without penalty in the coarse complexity
of the problems we will talk about.

Lemma 25. Let I1 ¼ IðAð1Þ;wð1ÞÞ; I2 ¼ IðAð2Þ;wð2ÞÞ;y; Ir ¼ IðAðrÞ;wðrÞÞ be ideals of

½X �: Then there exist a matrix A and a set W of vectors, with total size polynomial in

the total size of the descriptions IðAðiÞ;wðiÞÞ; such that
S

i Ii ¼ IðA;wÞ:

Proof. Let A result from piling up the matrices AðiÞ on top of each other. For each i;

let wi result from extending wðiÞ with null entries corresponding to the inequalities of

the other systems; so, IðA;wiÞ ¼ Ii: Finally, let W ¼ fw1;w2;y;wrg:
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For those of a more categorical persuasion, the proof is simply the substitution of
a family of morphisms by its direct product. &

Now we consider what happens to the three guiding problems of the introduction
when I is given in the form IðA;wÞ: Problem 3 is sort of hopeless, since a description
/MS can be converted into a description IðA;wÞ of size polynomial in the size of M;
and Problem 3 is NP-complete when M is the given data. It follows that this problem
with I given as IðA;wÞ is NP-hard; to make things worse, we cannot even assert that
it is in NP. At this point, we refer the reader again to [7] for a refresher on NP-
completeness concepts, and, in particular, to the satisfiability problem, that will play
an important role in the remainder of this section.
For the other two problems, our results are similarly bad and more definite. They

will be shown to be coNP-complete. Indeed, we will add a new problem to the pack,
that is completely trivial if the ideal is given by generators:

Problem 4. Given an ideal I of ½X �; is it generated by monomials with support of size
at most 2? That is, is there a set M such that M ¼ M2 and /MS ¼ I? &

We register two basic algorithms pertaining to these problems.

Lemma 26. Given an ideal I ¼ IðA;wÞ and a vector x; it can be decided in polynomial

time whether xAI and whether x is a minimal generator of I :

Proof. Computing Ax and comparing the result with each member of W ; we quickly
decide membership in I : To decide whether an xAI is minimal, it is enough to verify that
each vector obtained from x by subtracting 1 from a positive coordinate is not in I : &

In what follows, the proofs will be a bit sketchy, with some bare statements; filling
in the details is routine handiwork.
Recall that a decision problem is in coNP if, the problem obtained by reversing the

answer is in NP; in other words, no-instances have short certificates.

Proposition 27. Problems 1, 2 and 4 are in coNP, when the ideal is given as IðA;wÞ:

Proof. For each problem, when the answer to an instance is no; we will present a
short certificate, verifiable in polynomial time. That will be a minimal generator of
the ideal, and some additional information. Notice that any minimal generator has
coordinates bounded by the maximum of all coordinates in members of W ; so it can
be part of a short certificate.
For Problem 4, a certificate is simply a minimal generator with support of size at least 3.
For Problem 1, a certificate is a minimal generator m and an index z such that item

(iii) of Theorem 23 is violated. That amounts to the following:

* There is no vector in I whose support is fzg (no power of z is in M). This happens
if and only if, for each wAW ; there is an index i such that wi40 and aiz ¼ 0:
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*

P
iaz miX2 (m\z has degree X2).

* There is no xAI and index taz such that mt40; xt ¼ 1 and xi ¼ 0 for every
iat; z: This is true, for each candidate t; if and only if for every wAW there exists
an i such that wi4ait and aiz ¼ 0:

For Problem 2, we assume, without loss of generality, that the ordering on the
letters is that of the indexing. Now, a certificate consists of a minimal generator m
and an index x; interior to m satisfying the condition: there is no minimal generator s
whose first or last positive entry is in position x; and such that if s0 results from s0 by
turning the x-component to 0, then s0pm: This condition can be checked as follows.
Let m’ ðm-Þ result from m by changing to zero all components with index bigger
(smaller) than x: Let also A0; W 0 result from eliminating all rows i such that aix40:
Then, x satisfies the required condition if and only if neither m’ nor m- is
in IðA0;W 0Þ:

Proposition 28. Problems 1, 2 and 4 are coNP-complete, when the ideal is given as

IðA;wÞ:

Proof. We will reduce directly from Sat to the negative of each problem. The
reductions will have a lot in common. From each instance of Sat; we will produce a
family of convex ideals Ii; like in Lemma 25; instead of presenting them in matrix
form, we write them as systems of linear inequalities.
Given an instance S of Sat on variables x1; x2;y; xn; (we assume nX3) our

inequalities will involve the variables x1; %x1; x2; %x2y; xn; %xn; in obvious correspon-
dence to the literals. For each clause, the corresponding clause inequality is

sum of the literals in the clause X1:

Let I0 be defined by the clause inequalities, together with the boolean inequalities

xi þ %xiX1 for i ¼ 1; 2;y; n: The specific use of I0 is the following: x is a solution of I0
in nonnegative integers such that each boolean inequality is satisfied as equality if and

only if x is a boolean assignment satisfying S:
We also define, for each i ¼ 1; 2;y; n; the ideal Ii given by the single inequality

xi þ %xiX2: Notice that Ii has three minimal generators: two with single support
(xi ¼ 2 or %xi ¼ 2), the other with two-element support ðxi ¼ %xi ¼ 1Þ:

Reduction to Problem 4: The instance P of Problem 4 consists precisely of the
systems I0; I1;y; In:
Suppose that S is satisfiable, and let x be a boolean assignment satisfying S: Since

for each i; exactly one of xi or %xi equals 1, the support of x has size nX3; and x is not
in any Ii; iX1: On the other hand, clearly x is in I0: Also, x is minimal, since zeroing
any variable would violate the corresponding boolean inequality. So, P has a
negative answer if S is satisfiable.
Conversely, suppose P has a negative answer, that is, the corresponding ideal has a

minimal generator x whose support has size X3: Clearly it cannot be in any Ii with
iX1; so it is in I0; and xi þ %xi ¼ 1 for each i: Hence, S is satisfiable.
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Reduction to Problem 2: We introduce two new variables, y and z; besides the ones
we already have. The instance P of Problem 2 consists of the systems I1;y; In;
together with I 00; which is I0 with the addition of the inequality yX1: The variables of
P will be ordered increasingly as y; z; x1; %x1; x2; %x2;y; xn; %xn:
Suppose that S is satisfiable, define x as before, and extend it by setting y ¼ 1 and

z ¼ 0: Then this is a minimal generator and is only in I 00: Now, z is internal to this

vector, but no minimal generator of the ideal has z in its support (let alone, as an
extreme entry), so condition (ii) of Theorem 9 is violated, and P has a negative
answer.
Conversely, if P has a negative answer, there exists a minimal generator and an

internal variable such that condition (ii) of Theorem 9 is violated. This minimal
generator cannot be in any of the Ii; iX1; since those have no internal letters. So it is
in I 00; and must have y ¼ 1; z ¼ 0; and the other variables must be a boolean

assignment that satisfies S: The problematic internal variable must be z; but who
cares?

Reduction to Problem 1: We use just one new variable y: The instance P of Problem
1 consists of I0; a new system I�; with the single inequality yX2; systems I 0i ; each
obtained from Ii by the addition of the inequality yX1: By arguments similar to the
preceding ones and the help of Theorem 23(iii), it can be shown that S is satisfiable if
and only if P has a negative answer.

Proposition 24(iii) says that a convex ideal is the set of integer points of a blocking

polyhedron. Such polyhedra, and mostly their integer points, have been the subject of
a lot of attention in the context of combinatorial and integer programming. This,
and perhaps sheer curiosity, justify asking what happens to Problems 1–4 if one
restricts the questions to convex ideals (given in the form IðA;wÞ). No one of the
definite results we presented so far applies to convex ideals; in particular, the proof of
Theorem 19 constructs ideals that are not convex, so even Problem 3’s status is
undecided.
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